VBF Defense is a unique formula designed to support your body’s
natural cleansing of viral, bacterial, and fungal organisms. The formula
utilizes an exclusive 3-Pronged approach for maximum effectiveness.
VBF Defense works with you, your genes and the microbes themselves.
There are numerous “one note” products lining the shelves of natural food
stores that claim to stimulate the immune system.
However, only VBF Defense plays the whole symphony.
Utilizing an exclusive 3-Pronged approach it does not just
stimulate the immune system, VBF Defense uses:

•
•

Natural antimicrobials to neutralize virus, bacteria,
and fungi;
Micro-Immunotherapy to activate immune genes
which strengthens the immune system;
Pleomorphic somatoids to down regulate virulent
pathogens to non-virulent microbes.



Acute or Chronic Viral,
Bacterial and Fungal
Issues.



Intestinal
Bacterial and/
or Fungal
Overgrowth

The VBF Defense formulation is developed along the same lines as MicroImmunotherapy. This gene frequency targeting technology uses ULD - Ultra Low Doses
of gene sequences to turn the immune system back on, restoring the defense system of
the body to give back all its fighting potential.



Flu



Viruses

PRONG 3 - PLEOMORPHIC THERAPY



Dr. Enderlein discovered that if a lower stage good form of the pathogen he calls
Somatids were given in a micro dose remedy, it would degrade the bad pathogenic
forms into the inactive primitive stages. These can then be eliminated through the
urinary paths, intestine, skin, and bronchi.

Cold



Fever Blisters

•

PRONG 1 - NATURAL ANTIMICROBIALS FOR IMMUNE SYSTEM SUPPORT
An antimicrobial is a substance that kills or inhibits the growth
of microorganisms virus, bacteria, or fungi. The use of a natural antimicrobial
during an acute infection supports your immune system by directly
immobilizing the bad microbes. Decreasing the microbial load gives your
immune system the winning edge, allowing it to recover and fight.
PRONG 2 - MICRO-IMMUNOTHERAPY

SUGGESTED USE:
Acute: Each bottle contains one round which should be completed over a 10
day period or as directed by your practitioner.
Chronic: Can be taken for 30 days (3 bottles) or longer if needed. Take a
4-5 day break every 30 days before repeating another 30 day round.
Proactive Support: Throughout the standard cold/flu season - take VBF 1 day a
week (3 times per day).
Corona Virus Preparedness - take VBF 3 days a week spaced out (3 times
per day). For additional support use Deep Core Energy, THYM Medix, IMN
Medix and CBD to support a healthy immune system.
Corona Virus Acute - take VBF up to 6 times a day until symptoms subside,
then follow normal dosage per label. For Additional support use LNG
Medix, Lung SRF, CBD (1000 or 1500), Deep Core Energy and Muc Resolve
1 & 2.
Maintenance: To support the body in reducing the viral, bacterial, fungal load ,
we suggest as part of a maintenance program, take a full 10 day regime once a
quarter for optimal immune support. Take VBF as suggested above or as
directed by your practitioner.
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food
and Drug Administration. This product is not intended
to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Cutting Edge Supplements for Super Health

Why Use Nanoceuticals?
The dual nature of our body can make health and wellness elusive.
requirements must be met to be healthy.

Two

Both biochemical and biophoton

support. (food & instructions)
Biochemically we require nano-sized physical nutrients.

 100% Bio Absorption
Our cells use these

nutrients for all biochemical processes and as tiny building blocks.

Every

biochemical reaction is preceded by an electromagnetic signal, or biophoton.
Cells communicate and deliver information between each other via biophotons.

 100% Bio Available
 Cellular absorption within
minutes

They orchestrate trillions of chemical reactions that take place every second.

Without these biophotons the body would be an inanimate object.
Just as a contractor needs both building materials and a blue print to construct a
house, your body needs nutrients and proper instructions to be healthy. BioLight
Nanoceuticals contain both the needed nutrients in a special nano-sized cell
ready form, and coherent information packed biophotons with instructions to help
regulate proper cellular activities.

 Cellular communication
 Healthy bioenergetic blueprint
 Promotes Proper DNA
regulation

BioLight Nanoceuticals are used by those who want health and wellness.
Anything else is less than half a solution. Support all of you, your whole self with
the only biophoton infused nano-nutrients available.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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